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Investing with purpose

Welcome
A responsible approach to investing, to deliver not only financial
benefits, but positive social value, is more pertinent than ever.

Tony Brown
Head of Real Estate

The way we live and our accountability to each other,
and our environment, has come into sharp focus in
recent months. The global pandemic has caused
unprecedented disruption, and highlights the fact
that people and economies don’t like shocks. The
longer term consequences on economies, society
and the environment are yet to be seen. In some
cases, it has accelerated trends that were in play
before lockdown, such as a rise in online shopping.
In others, it has raised a question over long-term
drivers that were previously taken as a given.
No matter what, it is clear that the long-term need
to reduce carbon emissions remains a high priority.
There are parallels between the need to ‘flatten
the curve’ of Coronavirus spread and the need
to flatten the carbon emissions curve. Research
suggests that annual global carbon emissions may
drop by 4-7% as a result of containment measures;
this is roughly equivalent to the annual emissions
reductions needed to limit global warming to less
than 1.5C above pre-industrial temperatures1.
However, to achieve the stretching target set out
in the Paris Climate Agreement*, similar reductions
are required every year this decade.
1
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Le Quéré, C., Jackson, R.B., Jones, M.W. et al. Temporary reduction in daily global CO2 emissions
during the COVID-19 forced confinement, Nature Climate Change, 19 May 2020.

*The Paris Climate Agreement stipulates that all new buildings must operate at net zero carbon from
2030 and 100% of buildings must operate at net zero by 2050.
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There is growing talk, by businesses and
governments, of putting climate action and social
equality at the heart of recovery plans. This could
prompt far reaching changes to business models
and consumer behaviour which, in turn, will have
significant consequences for occupiers and
property owners and managers like ourselves.

We are already embracing the need to reposition
our business across M&G, with a commitment
to achieving net zero across our assets under
management by 2050 and cutting our own
corporate emissions to zero by 2030. We believe
that by proactively integrating net zero thinking
into our investment processes, we can smooth
the transition to low carbon investing and optimise
value for investors. This has been a strong focus
within our global real estate portfolio, where we
have driven a 26% reduction in energy intensity
compared to 2012/13 – five years ahead of target.
We continue to perform strongly in the Global Real
Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) survey,
which assesses the sustainability performance
of real estate portfolios and assets in public,
private and direct sectors worldwide. All ten of our
participating funds were awarded a Green Star
rating in 2019, with an average score of 4 Green
Stars; two funds achieved 5 Green Stars.
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44

places globally
benefitted from
community schemes

31%

of global assets (by
value) have a green
building certification

10

M&G funds awarded
Green Stars in the
2019 GRESB survey

In this report, we are delighted to set out our
redefined approach to Responsible Property
Investment (RPI). We have simplified our strategy
to home in on environmental excellence; health,
wellbeing and occupier experience; and our
contribution to society, as core pillars of focus.

Each of our funds has a targeted programme of
works and metrics to deliver positive outcomes,
while we are dedicated to generating and
managing social value opportunities across our
portfolio. Over 250 events were held for residents,
occupiers and visitors in 2019, while 44 places
globally benefitted from community programmes;
see our map on p19-25 for some of the highlights.
Throughout the report, there are a broad range of
examples of how we continue to embed RPI within
our activities to deliver real impact, as we continue
to make strides towards our vision for a better,
more sustainable world.
I hope you enjoy reading the report. As always,
we welcome your feedback.

Tony Brown
Head of Real Estate

2019 highlights
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The value of investments will fluctuate, which will cause prices to fall as well as
rise and you may not get back the original amount you invested.
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Environmental excellence:
accelerating to net zero
Driving environmental improvements at our assets
increases operational efficiency, reduces carbon
emissions and the use of natural resources.
This will enable us to meet net zero targets,
while future-proofing assets to attract and
retain occupiers.
Watch Nina Reid, our Director of Responsible
Property Investment, on the implications of
net zero for real estate investors and how we
are taking a proactive approach to smooth the
transition to low carbon investing for investors,
and drive long-term performance.
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transition to net zero is,
“The
unquestionably, a major challenge

and will bring increasing
disruption to existing business
models. However, the benefits are
palpable – for the environment,
occupiers and investors – and we
are seeing growing momentum
around climate action.

”

Real estate is estimated to account for a weighty
40% of global carbon emissions2 and is therefore a
key focus for government carbon reduction targets
worldwide. It is becoming widely accepted that to
mitigate the worst effects of climate change we must
limit global warming to less than 1.5C above preindustrial temperatures. For real estate to meet these
objectives, all new buildings must operate at net
zero carbon from 2030 and 100% of buildings must
operate at net zero by 20503. We continue to make
significant progress towards achieving net zero across
our global real estate portfolio, as highlighted by some
of our key achievements.

2

International Energy Agency.

3

Paris Agreement, 21st Conference of the Parties, September 2015.
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Reducing the carbon footprint of
our global real estate portfolio
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Health, wellbeing and
occupier experience
People want to live, work and play in places
that make them feel happier, healthier and
more productive. Considering health, wellbeing
and experiential factors in building design and
management can support people’s enjoyment
of our buildings.
over

1.1 million

people reached by our
health, wellbeing and
inclusivity programmes
since 2018
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Changing Places
toilet facilities now
installed at our UK
shopping centres

We know that buildings serve a far greater purpose
than their physical structure; they are intrinsically
entwined with peoples' lives and, often, it is a
combination of practical amenities and intangible
factors, like feeling part of a community, that boost
occupiers' overall wellness.
Watch some of our residents at our private rented
developments share what they like about where
they live
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Our residents say taking part in events and forming friendships
with neighbours makes a real, positive difference to their lives.

Through difficult times, our residents appreciate
the support we continue to provide.

We want to design and manage places that serve peoples' needs, are safe
and accessible, and encourage positive health and wellbeing. This ultimately
promotes happy, productive employees, retail destinations that attract
customers, and homes that people love.
There are many ways we can enhance health, wellbeing and occupier
experience, from engaging with occupiers, to creating opportunities for
better health and wellbeing for all those that use our buildings.
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Engaging with occupiers to identify
areas of improvement
An important means of improving
occupiers’ experience is by engaging
with them to understand what
they like about our buildings and
the service provided, and where
things can be improved. Feedback
gathered from occupier customers
in our residential and student
accommodation buildings in 2019 has
been leveraged to enhance services
and focus our activities; we have
organised more events, focusing
on those our occupier customers
love most, as well as engaging a
new supplier service partner for
the property management of our
residential portfolio.
In creating a blueprint for
communication and best practice,
we have introduced a new process
around customer feedback which
ensures that any complaints are
actioned within the shortest time
frame and importantly, that our
customers receive frequent updates
on any compliments or concerns
they have raised with us. This system
allows us to analyse data for trends
over time, focus projects on what
is important to our customers, and

11
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anticipate future needs. In addition to
this, we have assembled a dedicated
complaint handling resource that
wraps in both the property manager
and M&G Real Estate.
We have also set up a new Customer
Experience Best Practice Group,
which has been formed to enhance
the occupier customer experience
across our office buildings by pooling
the many expertise of our service
partners. As part of this, we have
identified a framework that provides
for consistent and outstanding
service provision, detailing everything
from nametags for service personnel
to regular occupier engagement
activities. We intend to roll out
similar initiatives within other sectors
this year.

Providing places that are accessible to all
Providing buildings that serve peoples’ needs is a practical means of improving
occupier experience, and a staple objective. Our shopping centres are often
the cornerstone of local communities, and we want them to be accessible to
everyone that wants to visit. For this reason, we have upgraded our accessible
toilet facilities to meet Changing Places requirements across five of our centres
so far. At The Friary in Guildford, UK, facilities include an adjustable changing
bench, hoist, adjustable washbasin, colostomy shelf and privacy screen. These
facilities empower more people to get out and enjoy activities that many of us
take for granted.
In addition, we have installed a new All Gender toilet, Family toilet and Parents
Room, as well as a Quiet Room, designed specifically for those with autism,
dementia, cognitive impairment or other special needs. All of our UK shopping
centres support Purple Tuesday – an accessible shopping day established
to recognise the importance and needs of disabled consumers and promote
inclusive shopping. We are committed to inclusivity for the long-term, with the
results of accessibility surveys carried out at our centres currently under review.
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someone who
“As
lives with a chronic

invisible illness I’m
super chuffed to see
your ambulant loo.

”

Shopper at The Friary Centre,
via Facebook
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Supporting high productivity for occupiers
by providing the best quality buildings
Buildings that provide first class space are better
places to work, providing the tools that people
need to work at their best, while stimulating
creativity and ultimately happier employees.
Our recently built Centropolis Towers in Seoul,
South Korea, for example, encourages a balance
of focus and rejuvenation among office workers
through a range of features and amenities.
These include top quality office space with access
to a conference room and use of a shared car
service; separate wellness areas for men and
women; a nursing room; and a roof terrace, all
within touching distance of Jonggak subway
station in downtown Seoul.
We have a number of developments underway
that are referencing the WELL Building Standard to
create buildings that boost efficiency and promote
a happy, healthy workforce. WELL measures
building features that impact on health and
wellbeing and majors on seven concepts including
physical and social environment.
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Creating opportunities for better
health and wellbeing
In addition to amenities and design
that promote wellness, we can
create opportunities for better health
and wellbeing through events and
campaigns. Residents at our private
rented assets benefit from regular
events including monthly brunches,
themed parties and childrens’ events,
as well as personal training sessions,
tennis lessons and yoga classes.

15

Visitors at our shopping centres are
encouraged to take part in various
events in support of charities, from
workshops and styling sessions
to social media campaigns.
Awareness days, as well as pop-up
health services are also available
to shoppers and occupiers across
many
ofwith
ourpurpose
assets.
Investing

Ensuring safety and security for all
those that use our assets
Whether the development of
new assets, the refurbishment
of existing buildings, or the day
to day management activities of
operational properties, we embrace
the duty of care owed to all those
that use, visit or work on the
construction of our assets. We adopt
a sector-leading approach focused
on the protection of life, property
and reputation in all aspects of
our investment and operational
activities, complying with the latest
occupational health and safety
assurance standards and sharing
a culture of continual learning
and improvement with all of our
working partners.
With our extensive global portfolio,
we utilise a live data platform to
closely monitor all incident, accident,
environmental and security events.
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This provides us with real time data
used to undertake trend analysis and
accident root cause analysis as well
as providing a valuable conduit for
sharing immediate lessons learned
and security information among our
widely dispersed teams.
Our extensive experience of
managing many large assets
around the world has taught us that
preparedness for emergencies is key
for success given the uncertainties
that shadow even the most
comprehensive risk management
strategies. To this end, we regularly
practice emergency drills and devise
new and challenging test scenarios
which are played out among our
management teams to test their
procedures and readiness.

Contributing to society:
working together to create
positive social outcomes
Through proactive participation in communities, we are
able to support jobs, stimulate economic growth and
improve vibrancy.

over

250

community events held

44

places benefitted
globally

110,000

£

raised for charities
and local groups
by property teams
and visitors

An active presence in local communities allows us
to make a positive contribution to the people that
use our buildings and the communities they are
part of. Our bustling shopping centres are a key
touchpoint for engagement with people, which
is why we freely offer our space to a wide range
of charities, food banks and community groups.
You can see examples of the type of activities
we host across our spectrum of assets in the
map on p19‑25.
We know these initiatives and events make a
difference to communities and help to bring
people together from the buzz they create, and
the funds and awareness they raise. Equally, we
value the energy and input local participants bring
to our spaces; a mark of the symbiotic relationship
between buildings and their environment. As such,
we are proud to promote local businesses and
champion local talent.
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Beyond our community engagement
activities, we can help to improve the
vibrancy of a local area through our
collaboration with local government
and active contribution to schemes
that support regional economies,
including Business Improvement
Districts (BIDS) and the Future High
Streets Fund. By communicating with
occupiers, suppliers, local authorities
and industry bodies we are able
to identify potential improvement
opportunities; knowledge that will help
us to reframe our existing strategy
around the impact of our socioeconomic activities, with a view to
defining a more targeted programme
of works and measuring mechanisms.
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Active in communities
around the world

Port Street,
Manchester
At our rented accommodation
scheme in Manchester’s Northern
Quarter we commissioned a local
street art duo to paint a mural on the
side of the building. Our celebration
of local culture spans many forms;
in 2019 we sponsored the Cultural
Contribution award as part of the
Pride of Reading awards, as well as
an art exhibition held at the Atrium
gallery in Leeds, in conjunction with
Leeds Art University.
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Multi-let UK office buildings
Occupiers are invited to take part in
activities in support of local charities,
hospitals and hospices. These include
cake, book and Christmas card
sales, collections and sponsored
dress days, as well as donations of
clothes, gifts and food. At 2 Snowhill
in Birmingham, bikes were donated
by the property team for Bikes for
Africa. Occupiers can also access
pop-up health tests and awareness
campaigns, discounts from local
businesses and enjoy Christmas
carols sung by local school choirs.
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UK Shopping Centres
We host a wide range of events on
behalf of local charities and groups
supporting health, animal welfare,
education and local culture, to name
a few. Activities at the Friary Centre
in Guildford last year included fund
raising for Guide Dogs, Christmas
carol singing, and a body image
workshop for local school children.
Our centres have continued to
connect with local people in recent
challenging times, using social
media to recognise local heroes and
highlight available support. At the
Galleries Washington, staff and
shoppers donated toys and toiletries
to a local hospital while our centre
team at Cribbs Causeway donated
PPE to local care homes. During
Mental Health Awareness Week
2020, people were invited to ‘bake
and drop’ for a neighbour, share a
book or send a virtual hug, as part
of a 7 days of kindness challenge.
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LuisenForum, Wiesbaden
Our shopping centre is recognised
for its accessibility to all generations,
including the elderly, those with
physical disabilities and parents
with buggies. It was awarded the
‘Generation friendly Shopping’ quality
certificate by HDE (the German Retail
Federation) in 2017.
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Market Central Da Vinci,
Rome
Our open-air retail park is the
largest of its kind in Italy and plays
a major part in supporting the local
community. Aside from providing
space for charities, we have also
contributed to wider community
schemes such as the refurbishment
of Fiumicino ice rink, which was
devastated by a hurricane. We
support local schools by hosting
the ‘Uova d’Autore’ competition,
as part of which educational
materials are donated. We also
promote the city’s flagship festival,
Festa Patronale Stella Maris, via
advertising space.
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Casey Central,
Narre Warren South
Here, we host bi-annual community
days where shoppers can chat to
their local police officers, fire brigade
and Neighbourhood Watch. We have
also invested in the installation of a
childrens’ playground, with inclusive
tactile and sensory play elements,
to enrich the visitor experience
for families.
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Compass One, Sengkang
More than 300 charity organisations
benefit from excess cooked food
donated to The Food Bank by
outlets at our Singapore shopping
centre. The mall was the country’s
first to get on board the scheme in
2019; an initiative that supports the
countrywide ‘Year Towards Zero
Waste’ objective.
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and inclusion sit
“ Diversity
at the heart of our company

values, and are integral to
the commercial success of
our business. Having diverse
backgrounds and opinions
enables us to deliver innovative
solutions, uncover new ways
of thinking and better serve
our customers and clients.
Mark McLane, Head of Diversity,
Inclusion and Wellbeing, M&G plc
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”

Corporate responsibility:
from the inside out
By embedding ESG into all parts
of M&G, we aim to balance
good financial returns with the
wider needs of society and
the economy.
In the more than 150 years that we
have been responsible stewards of
our customers’ savings, first as The
Prudential Assurance Company
Limited and since 1931 as M&G
Investments, of which M&G Real
Estate is part, the challenge has
been the same – to balance savers’
requirement for good financial
returns against the wider needs
of society and the economy.
Today, many of our customers and
clients expect us to give explicit
consideration to ESG issues when
we deploy their savings. That is
why we are embedding ESG into
all parts of M&G – from the way we
manage assets to how we operate
as a business.
Our core driver is our commitment
to reduce carbon emissions across
our global portfolio of assets under
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management and administration
to net zero by 2050. As a major
employer with almost 6,000
employees in 22 locations around
the world, we have an important
part to play in managing climate
risk. As such, we are committed
to reducing our own corporate
emissions to net zero by 2030.
We will achieve this through a new
approach to travel, energy efficient
investment in our buildings and the
adoption of new, digital technologies.
Just as we have a responsibility to
manage climate risk, as a key financial
institution our duty to improve
diversity is equally significant. At all
levels of M&G we recognise the
benefits of promoting a diverse
workforce; it helps us to attract and
retain the best talent, think and act
differently, and better relate to the
needs of our customers. To that end,
we have put in place a set of people
policies that support us in building
a modern and inclusive workplace.
Some of the ways we do this is by
supporting maternity leavers in

their return to work, developing
mental health first aiders, assisting
employees going through a transition,
and increasing diversity within our
trainee and apprentice initiatives.

and inclusion (D&I) as a measure
in our procurement process, as
well as annually tracking progress
with our suppliers on their own
D&I journeys.

We are proud signatories of the
Race at Work Charter and have been
recognised in the Social Mobility
Employer Index as a Top 75 employer.
We have also been recognised as a
Level 2 Disability Confident Employer
and will be working towards
achieving Level 3 in 2020.

Our overarching goal across
M&G is to achieve 40% female
representation in our leadership team
by 2025 and 20% representation
from those with ethnically diverse
backgrounds by the same date.

Being inclusive is a team effort and
we are very proud of the employee
networks that exist across the
business to support our colleagues
in areas such as gender, cultural
awareness, disability, mental
health and wellbeing and LGBT+.
Our mental health awareness
network, Mind Matters, was singled
out by the judges that awarded us
Workingmums.co.uk’s Top Employer
for Family Support award in 2018.
As an organisation, we are striving
to lead by example to encourage
best practice governance across
the companies in which we invest
and work with. Within real estate,
for example, we include diversity
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www.mandgrealestate.com
Please note that this website has not been reviewed by the
SFC and will contain information about funds that are not
registered with the SFC.
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market conditions. They are subject to change without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid. Past performance is not a guide to future
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be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or registered or qualified under the securities laws of any state of the United States and may not
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circumstances pursuant to a transaction exempt from such registration or qualification requirements. The funds will not be registered under the United States Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended. Any offer to sell or purchase of any interest in an M&G fund must be made pursuant to local laws of the relevant jurisdiction in which such
interests are offered. M&G plc, a company incorporated in England and Wales, is the direct parent company of The Prudential Assurance Company. The Prudential Assurance
Company is not affiliated in any manner with Prudential Financial, Inc, a company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America or Prudential plc, an
international group incorporated in the United Kingdom. Notice to investors in Canada. These materials are not, and under no circumstances are to be construed as, an
advertisement or a public offering of any securities or a solicitation of any offer to buy securities in Canada or any province or territory thereof. These materials are not, and
under no circumstances are they to be construed as, a prospectus, an offering memorandum, an advertisement or a public offering of any securities in Canada or any province
or territory thereof. Upon receipt of these materials, each Canadian recipient will be deemed to have represented to M&G Investment Management Limited, that the investor
is a “permitted client” as such term is defined in National Instrument 31-103 Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations. Notice to investors
in Australia. M&G Investment Management Limited (MAGIM) and M&G Alternatives Investment Management Limited (MAGAIM) have received notification from the Australian
Securities & Investments Commission that they can rely on the ASIC Class Order [CO 03/1099] exemption and are therefore permitted to market their investment strategies
(including the offering and provision of discretionary investment management services) to wholesale clients in Australia without the requirement to hold an Australian financial
services licence under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). MAGIM and MAGAIM are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under laws of the United
Kingdom, which differ from Australian laws. Notice to investors in the Netherlands. This document does not constitute investment advice or an offer to invest or to provide
discretionary investment management services. Notice to investors in Singapore. In Singapore, this financial promotion is issued by M&G Real Estate Asia Pte. Ltd. (Co. Reg.
No. 200610218G) and/or M&G Investments (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. (Co. Reg. No. 201131425R), both regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. All forms of investments
carry risks. Such investments may not be suitable for everyone. The information contained herein is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer of,
or solicitation for, a purchase or sale of any investment product or class of investment products, and should not be relied upon as financial advice. Notice to investors in Hong
Kong. For Professional Investors only. Not for onward distribution. No other persons should rely on any information contained within. In Hong Kong, this financial promotion is
issued by M&G Investments (Hong Kong) Limited. Office: Unit 1002, LHT Tower, 31 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong.
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